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Company  Name U-JIN     TECH     CORP.

CEO Kim    Sung    Yoon

Address

R&D      :  705, RIT Center,  Gyeonggi Techno Park, Sa 3-dong,

Sangrok-gu, Ansan-si,  Gyeonggi-do,  Korea

Factory :   735-3, Yangno-ri,  Bibong-myeon,  Hwaseong-si,

Gyeonggi-do,  Korea

Corporate

History

- 2009. 02      Established  U-JIN  Tech  Corp.

- 2010. 06    Certification  of  ISO 9001:2008

- 2010. 08    Registered  Venture  Enterprise

- 2010. 11    Establishment of Company research institute 

- 2011. 11    Registered "Component and Material Specialist Enterprise.“

- 2012. 05    Developed  CNC  Friction  Welding  Machine

- 2012. 07    Obtained an Green Technical Certificate(MKE)

- 2013. 10    Selected as promising small enterprises at Gyeonggi-do

Company  Introduction
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In friction welding one component is rotated and one component is held stationary. 

The part that is rotated is brought into contact with the stationary component and 

when enough heat has been generated to bring the components to a plastic state 

and the desired burn off has been achieved, rotation is stopped. More axial force is 

then applied between the two components resulting in a solid state bond at the

interface forming a friction welded joint. 

Knowledge  of  Friction  welding

1954 :  A.I.Chudicov who was live in the soviet union succeed of friction welding trial

1956 :  Friction welding technology had been developing by the soviet union welding

R&D center 

1961 :  BWRA(British welding R&D) and Japan also start to developing

Since middle of year 1960, friction welding start to use until now a days
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Spindle

Process prepare / Start

- Spindle rotating, the other part                                                                         

moving toward to friction face                                 

with high press load.    

Contact

- Start to heating and maintain 

under melting point temperature. 

Heating phase

- Flash appear 

Thermal conductivity

- Contact face 

thermal conduction 

Forging pressed

- Stop to tuning and 

forging pressed finally. 

Completed

Friction Welding Process
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Friction  Welding  - Example

Weld 

Dissimilar

Metals

Dissimilar metal can be joined

- Steel + Stainless steel

- Steel + Powder metal

- Cu, Al + Stainless steel

Weld

Non-Ferrous

Metals

Non-ferrous metal can be joined

- Al + Cu

- Al+Al or Cu+Cu
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Reduces

Scrap Parts

Rate

S45C S45C

F.W

No need to disposal of machine chip

Friction  Welding  - Example

Substitution with less costly materials

Reduces

Material

Cost

S45C SUS304

F.W
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Friction  Welding  - Example

Reduces

Weight

Reduces

Forgings

Cost

Use  pipe

Forged  parts

Soild forging

Forged  parts + 
Friction  welding

F.W
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Technical  Data 8DF/SF 15DF/SF 50DF/SF 60DF/SF 80DF/SF 125DF/SF

Nominal  forge  load ton 8 15 50 60 80 125

Nominal  forge  pressure KN 80 150 500 600 800 1250

Typical  spindle  power KW 15 18 37 45 60 112

Range  weldable (mild steel) mm 4~25 8~36 20~70 25~75 35~90 50~125

Max  tube dia.  (mild steel) mm 40 60 110 140 250 180

Max  length in chuck mm 150 450 600 600 600 750

Max  weld  area  (mild steel) mm2 500 1000 4000 4500 6500 12500

DF (Double Spindle) SF (Single Spindle)

HYD.  Friction  Welding  Machine
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• Work         : Cam  Shaft

• Material     :  S45C ,  STKM 

Model
Spindle
Speed

MAX. Forge 
Force

MAX. 
Solid Diameter

MAX. Weld
Area

Spindle Drive
Motor

8 SF 1,700 rpm 8 Ton Ø 28 mm 600 ㎟ 17.5KW

Friction  Welding  Machine  (MODEL 8SF)
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• Work         : Electrical  Connector 

• Material     : Aluminum and Copper 

Friction  Welding  Machine  (MODEL 10SF)

Model
Spindle
Speed

MAX. Forge 
Force

MAX. 
Solid Diameter

MAX. Weld
Area

Spindle Drive
Motor

10 SF 2,700 rpm 10 Ton Ø 32 mm 800 ㎟ 17.5KW
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Friction  Welding  Machine  (MODEL 10DF)

• Work         :  Intermediate Shaft

• Material     : S45C , STKM13

Model
Spindle
Speed

MAX. Forge 
Force

MAX. 
Tube Diameter

MAX. Weld
Area

Spindle Drive
Motor

10 DF 2,000 rpm 10 Ton Ø 32 mm 800 ㎟ 30KW
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Friction  Welding  Machine  (MODEL 15DF)

• Work         :  Propeller Shaft

• Material     : S45C , STKM13

Model
Spindle
Speed

MAX. Forge 
Force

MAX. 
Tube Diameter

MAX. Weld
Area

Spindle Drive
Motor

15 DF 2,300 rpm 15 Ton Ø 60 mm 1,100 ㎟ 60KW
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• Work         : Copper  Roller

• Material     :  Cr-Zr Copper

Model
Spindle
Speed

MAX. Forge 
Force

MAX. 
Solid Diameter

MAX. Weld
Area

Spindle Drive
Motor

25 SF 1,800 rpm 25 Ton Ø 50 mm 2,000 ㎟ 55KW

Friction  Welding  Machine  (MODEL 25SF)
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Friction  Welding Machine  (MODEL 60DF)

• Work         :  Propeller Shaft

• Material     : S45C , STKM13

Model
Spindle
Speed

MAX. Forge 
Force

MAX. 
Tube Diameter

MAX. Weld
Area

Spindle Drive
Motor

60DF 1,500 rpm 60 Ton Ø 145 mm 5,000 ㎟ 83KW
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• Work         : Track  Roller

• Material     :  S45C 

Model
Spindle
Speed

MAX. Forge 
Force

MAX. 
Tube Diameter

MAX. Weld
Area

Spindle Drive
Motor

100 SF 1,000 rpm 100 Ton Ø 180 mm 7,850 ㎟ 108KW

Friction  Welding  Machine  (MODEL 100SF)
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DF (Double Spindle) SF (Single Spindle)

CNC Friction  Welding  Machine

Technical Data CNC 5 SF/DF CNC 12 SF/DF CNC 22 SF/DF

Nominal  forge  load ton 5 12 22

Nominal  forge  pressure KN 50 120 220

Stop  angle  accuracy Angle ±0.5°

Range weldable (mild steel) mm 6~20 10~30 15~45

Spindle  rotation rpm 3000 2000 2000

Spindle  stroke mm 250 300 400

Max  weld  area (mild steel) mm2 350 800 1500
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• Work         : Drive  Shaft

• Material     :  S45C , STKM 

Friction  Welding  Machine  (MODEL CNC 12DFS)

Model
Spindle
Speed

MAX. Forge 
Force

MAX. 
Tube Diameter

MAX. Weld
Area

Spindle Drive
Motor

CNC12DFS 2,000 rpm 12 Ton Ø 80 mm 800 ㎟ 60KW
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• Work         : Propeller Shaft

• Material     :  S45C , STKM 

Friction  Welding  Machine  (MODEL CNC 12DF)

Model
Spindle
Speed

MAX. Forge 
Force

MAX. 
Tube Diameter

MAX. Weld
Area

Spindle Drive
Motor

CNC12DF 2,000 rpm 12 Ton Ø 80 mm 800 ㎟ 60KW
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• Work         : Angle  Control  Parts

• Material     :  Steel,  Copper,  AL Ect.

Model
Spindle
Speed

MAX. Forge 
Force

MAX. 
Solid Diameter

MAX. Weld
Area

Spindle Drive
Motor

CNC22SF 2,000 rpm 22 Ton Ø 45 mm 1,500 ㎟ 60KW

Friction  Welding  Machine  (MODEL CNC 22SF)
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OPTION  FUNCTION

Flash  Removal

Process  Monitoring

▷ Turning

▷ Shearing

Displaying Information

∙ Machine status and diagnostics

∙ Database of welding parameters

∙ Record of each welding cycle

∙ Alarm conditions

∙ The graph displays important parameters 

. Every weld data is stored and retrieved.

∙ On-machine flash

turn Off (1axis,2axis)

∙ I.D or O.D flash can be

sheared off directly.
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Angular  Control

∙ Propeller shaft components with

Both ends held within 1°

Orientation.

Auto. Stopper

∙  Auto. Back stopper unit which 

helps  minimize production 

set-up times.

OPTION  FUNCTION
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• Work         : Drive  Shaft

• Material     :  S45C , STKM 

Automatic  Ultrasonic  Testing

Ultrasonic Flaw Detector
MAX. Tube 

Length
MAX. 

Tube Diameter
Ultrasonic Probe

Testing
Time

USPC71710/ Socomate 1000 mm Ø 60 mm 4 Points 45 sec
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Machining Tool

Automotive part Electronic part

Piping work part

Construction M/C

OA part

• Engine Valve

• Cam shaft

• Torque convert

• Turbo Impeller shaft

• Propeller shaft

• Side gear

• Rear axle housing

• Steering Rack bar

• Drill

• Tap

• End Mill

• Bite

• Copy Roller

• Track Roller

• Track Roller Bush

• Oil pressure cylinder

• Piston Rod

• Motor shaft

• Electric connector

• High pressure hose

• Rachet wrench

Friction  welding  application

Friction welding
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Part  name/
Material

Photos
Pre-friction  joining  method/

Problems
Purpose  and  effects

Crank Shaft - Cutting from solid forging stock - Dividing and adaptation to mass 
production by making the weight         
section in common

- Reduced forging cost

- Reduced cutting allowance

S43C × S43C
(ø35)

- Too many kinds of forging die

- Higher forging cost

Engine Valve - Flash butt welding
- Abolition of Non-destructive

inspection process

- Burrs in the machine can be removed

using a press (Process reduction)

- Less electric power consumption,

reduced number of processes and 
improvement of yield

SUH3×Inconel 713C
(ø4 ~9)

- Frequent occurrences of defective
joining

- Non-destructive inspection 

process is necessary

Hollow Camshaft - Cutting from solid forging stock - Reduced weight to use of hollow pipes

- Enhanced revolution balance

- Optimum material with higher abrasion 

resistance can be used at the cam  
section

- Larger gross weight
- Inferior revolution balance
- Larger cost due to many 

machining sections

S45C×S45C 상당 pipe
(ø29×t5)

Counter Gear Shaft - Cutting from solid forging stock - Abolition of gear relief machining 
section (Conversion to forging)

- Weight reduction owing to use of 

hollow material
S43C

(ø77×t15)
- Overall machining is necessary
- Heavier gross weight
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Part  name/
Material

Photos
Pre-friction  joining  method/

Problems
Purpose  and  effects

Torgue Convertor
Pump shell

- CO2 arc welding - Improve the sealing function at  welding area

- Remove the leak test process

- Abolition of process of removing spatters

from hub’s sliding section

- Oil leak from un-welded section
- 100% leak test
- Need to remove Spatter process

SHP45 ×S15C 
(ø32×t3)

Turbo impeller Shaft - Cutting of solid lost wax stock - Expensive material can be used 
only for impeller as a result of dividing. 

- Since dividing allows using hollow   

material at joining section, effect of   
heat insulation at shaft side is enhanced. 

Inconel713C×
SCM440H
(ø18 ×t4)

- Difficulty of cutting
- Higher material cost as solid item
- Cooling is necessary at shaft side

of solid item.

Propeller Shaft - CO2 arc welding - Reduced unbalance amount

- Unification of shapes at joining section  

of yoke to butt joint 

- Zero release of defective parts by 

management of friction joining conditions 

- Weight  reduction owing to increased   

joining strength 

S35C×STKM13B
×S35C

(ø65×t1.6)

- Larger unbalance of amount

- Many kinds of fitting shape at

yoke joint

- Difficult to find welding defect

Constant velocity 
universal Joint

- Cutting from solid forging stock
- Making the housing section in common by  
dividing for adaptation to mass production

- Reduced number of dies in stock by 

making forging dies common

- Optimization of forging blanks

- Reduced number of machining man-hour

S45C×S48C 
(ø25)

- Higher forging cost

- Larger number of machining 

man-hour
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Part  name/
Material

Photos
Pre-friction  joining  method/

Problems
Purpose  and  effects

Rear axle Shaft - Cutting from solid forging stock - Forging of flange section only by  
dividing. Conversion to dividing

- Reduced forging cost

- Optimization of forging blanks

- Higher forging cost
- Larger number of machining 

man-hour

S43C×S43C 
(ø28)

Side Gear - Cutting from solid forging stock - Making the gear section in common     
by dividing  for adaptation to mass   
production

- Reduced forging cost
- Abolition of gear-cutting process

- Higher forging cost
- Larger number of man-hour in

gear-cutting process

S45C ×S45C 
(ø48×t7)

Drive Shaft - CO2 arc welding

- Reduced unbalance amount

- Abolition of process of  spatter removal
S45C ×

STKM41×S45C
(ø40×t3.2)

- Larger unbalance of amount
- Need to remove Spatter process

Tulip Shaft - Cutting from solid forging stock - Optimization of materials heat 
treatment by dividing

- Size reduction of joint section by

optimization of materials 

SCr421×SCM435
(ø40×t3.2)

- Larger dimensions at joint   
section

- Larger mounting space

Axle Sahft - Cutting from solid round bar - Weight reduction by dividing and use 
of hollow material

- Noise reduction by employing hollow
material which is effective to absorb 
vibration during torque transmission

S35C×S35C
(ø45)

- Heavier gross weight
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Part  name/
Material

Photos
Pre-friction  joining  method/

Problems
Purpose  and  effects

Outer Screw Joint - Cutting from solid forging stock - Making the housing section in  common 
by dividing for adaptation to mass 
production

- Optimizing of forging blanks

- Reduced number of machining man-hour

S43C×S43C
(ø45)

- Higher forging cost

- Larger number of machining 

man-hour

Rear Axle Housing 
End

- CO2 arc welding - Improvement of air tightness at joining 
section

- Cost reduction by reduced number of 

process

- Cost reduction by friction joining of 

all end machined items

- Oil leak from un-welded section

- Higher cost of end bearing 

boring process

- Heavier weight of welded spigot 

section

S45C×STKM45
×S45C

(ø75×t4.2)

Steering Shaft - Cutting from solid forging stock - Conversion to cold forging of yoke 
section by dividing

- Reduced machining cost.

- Enhancement of joining quality

S43C ×S43C
(ø28)

- Higher forging cost
- Larger number of machining 

man-hour

Steering Rack Shaft - Cutting from solid round bar - Abolition of gun drill process by 
changing to divided pipe joining

- Completion of gear cutting & heat 

treatment at rack section before joining

- Reduced tool cost.

- Reduced machining cost.

SCr415×STKM13C
(ø21.7×t3.2)

- Large man-hour of gun drill
machining

- Higher tool cost

- Larger number of machining 

man-hour
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Part  name/
Material

Photos
Pre-friction  joining  method/

Problems
Purpose  and  effects

Drag link - Higher cost of upset forging
- Mass production forging of 

head as separate item

- Reduced machining cost.
S45C×S45C×S45C

(ø40)
- Higher cost of upset forging
- Larger number of machining 

man-hour

Radius Rod - Flash butt welding - Enhancement of joining quality
- Reduced of base material cost
- Enhancement of  appearance 

at joint section

S45C×STKM13A×S45C
(ø38×t6)

- Problem of welding defect
- Edge preparation is necessary
- Inferior appearance of joining section

Brake Torque Plate - Newly designed product - Cleared continued bending 
load of 30~1,000,000 cycle

- Joining of finished item,
(Cost reduction)

S35C×S35C 
(ø34×t6)

-Screw connection on comparable 
products fragility to bending load

Torque Rod - Flash butt welding - Enhancement of joining 
strength & accuracy

- Cost reduction by simplifying 
forging form

- No adhesion of spatters
- Enhancement of  appearance 

at joint section

- Problem of welding strength defect

- Higher forging cost

- Adhesion of spatters

S43C×S43C
(ø45)

Absorber Rod - Cutting from solid round bar
- Use of pipe at center by dividing

- Weight reductionSS400 ×S35C Pipe
(ø22×t3.4)

- Heavier gross weight 
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Part  name/
Material

Photos
Pre-friction  joining  method/

Problems
Purpose  and  effects

Torsion Bar - Machining after upset forging of header - Change to rolling of end spline
by dividing

- Reduced machining cost.S45C×SUP435
(ø14)

- Spline cutting
- Higher manufacturing cost

Change Lever - Cutting from solid forging stock - Friction joining of two finished  
items owing to dividing 

- Reduced machining cost.S35C×SS400D
(ø10)

- Higher material cost as solid item
- Larger number of machining man-hour

Con Rod - Cutting from solid forging stock

- Enhanced accuracy owing to 
use of steel ball

- Reduced machining cost.
SWRM435×S45C×

SWRM435
(ø6)

- Inferior globular accuracy and larger 
sliding resistance

- Higher costs of machining & heat 
treatment

Inflator - Newly designed product

- Increased capacity to maintain 
air tightnessSPFC×SPFC 

(ø80×t2.5)

- Other machining methods are used 
on comparable products
(Laser & electron beam ect)

Jack Spindle - Cutting from solid forging stock - Cost reduction by changing to 
rolling of threaded section

- Use of joining burrs as stopper
S35C×S35C

(ø15)
- Higher thread turning cost
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Part  name/
Material

Photos
Pre-friction  joining  method/

Problems
Purpose  and  effects

Motor Shaft - Cutting from solid stainless steel - Reduced number of machining 
man-hour

- Dividing & use of stainless steel

only at section where corrosion 
resistance is required

SUS304 * S35C(ø46)
- Larger number of machining 

man-hour

- Higher material cost

Casting clamp - Solid copper parts - Butt friction joining of 
aluminum and copper

- Trouble of electric corrosion 

has been eradicated

A1100 * C1020
(ø47* t1)

- Electric corrosion at caulked section
of aluminum electric wire

Mouth piece for
High-pressure hose

- CO2 arc welding - Enhanced air tightness at 
joining section

- Abolition of processes for oil 

leak inspection & spatter removal
S35C*STKM13C*S35C

(Ø21.8 * t3.2)

- Problem of oil leak

- Need to remove Spatter process

Ratchet wrench - Solid forging item

- Head section in common by 
dividing for adaptation to
mass production

- Reduced forging cost

- Difficult to adapt to forging mass 
production

- Problem of deform on head section

SCM435 * SS400
(Ø15)
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Part  name/
Material

Photos
Pre-friction  joining  method/

Problems
Purpose  and  effects

Drill - Flash butt welding
- Enhancement of joining quality

- Enhancement of joining accuracy

- No edge preparation is required
SKH3 * S55C

(ø22)

- Problem of joining defect

- Poor accuracy

TAP - Flash butt welding
- Enhancement of joining quality

- Enhancement of joining accuracy

- No edge preparation is required
SKH51 * SCM435

(Ø40)

- Problem of joining defect

- Poor accuracy

END MILL - Cutting from solid stock
- Cost reduction of base material 

by dividing

- Reduced machining cost.
SCN435 * SCM435

(ø32)
- Larger number of machining 

man-hour

Drilling bit - Brazing
- Significant increase in joining 

strength

- Butt joint at joining section

- Problem of breakage caused by    
cutting heat

- Fitting of joining section

Cemented carbide*
Nickel*

Cemented carbide
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Part  name/
Material

Photos
Pre-friction  joining  method/

Problems
Purpose  and  effects

Copy Roller - Press fitting

- Abolition of processes leak 
inspection process

- Reduced machining cost.

SUS304 * SUS304(ø50* t4)
A6063*A6063(Ø45*t4)
S15C*STKM13B*S15C

(ø14*t1.6)

- Problem of sheet feed failure
caused by air leak from fitting section

- Machining is necessary at press 

fitting section

Track roller Bushing - CO2 arc welding
- Reduced number of 
manufacturing processes

- Adaptation to weight reduction

- Enhancement of joining quality

SPC1 * SPC1
(Ø90 * t3.2)

- Pre-heating process is necessary

- Larger deform after welding

- Larger wall-thickness at fitting section

Piston rod - Cutting from solid alloy casting - Cladding of SPC with metal 
stock by dividing

- Reduced base material cost
- Enhanced abrasion resistance

S45C * S45C
(Ø50)

- Higher base material cost

- Poor abrasion resistance

Piston rod - CO2 arc welding - No edge preparation & fitting 
is required

- Abolition of process of

removing spatters

- Increased strength at joint section

- Edge preparation & fitting processes    
are necessary

- Poor strength at joint section

- Need to remove Spatter process

S45C * S45C
(Ø50)
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Part  name/
Material

Photos
Pre-friction  joining  method/

Problems
Purpose  and  effects

Drill pipe - Flash butt welding

- Enhanced joining strength by 
friction joining

- Drilling depth can be extended 

to 12,000M

AISI4145*AISI1340
*AISI4145

((Ø130.2*t18)

- Unable to use for long items 
because of poor joining strength

- Drilling depth is limited to 2,000M

at the maximum

Aluminum hub - Cutting from solid casting stock
- Dividing & changing to cold  rolling. 

- External finish only with deburring and  

chamfering on circumference of flange

- Increased strength

A2017-T6
(Ø16)

- Larger number of machining 
man-hour

- Strength is insufficient because    

they are cast parts

Handle post - TIG welding
- Changing to butt friction welding

- Welding defect has been eradicatedA7N01*A6063
(ø23*t3.5)

- Problem of welding defect

Deformed bar coupler - New engineering method - Friction joining reinforcement steel 
to thread

- Coupling connection of  threads for   

high-rise building

- Significant increase of strength owing   

to mechanical fixing

S45C*SD345
(Ø46)


